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SiNGAPORE OPEN BACk AGAIN?
There have been some rumbles about the Singapore Open making a return after a two year
lay-off. Talk has it that the event, described as a “ jewel in the crown of Singapore sport”
will be staged early in 2015.
We laud this decision but does it really make
good economic and promotional sense to
re-launch the event? Does golf really need
another multi-million dollar purse and will
the now defunct Singapore Open be able to
attract a comprehensive field of the game’s best
especially when one considers that the hallowed
position once enjoyed by the Singapore Open
has since been usurped by the full-fledged PGA
event – the annual CIMB Classic staged in Kuala
Lumpur?

big name stars who are supposedly paid an
appearance fee and with the rest of the field
made of journey-men.

needs something that is different as opposed to
the tired format of multi-million dollar, four-day
professional tournaments.

There’s no doubt that the organisers will lay-out
some big bucks to deliver “value” to some bluechip sponsor. Our poser to the organisers would
be to put this money to good use by thinking
unboxed and coming up with an event that will
be a one-of-a-kind global attention grabber.

Singapore has got what it takes to rock the
world in virtually anything that it undertakes
to do.

The CIMB Classic is a US$7 million dollar
tournament which enjoys official status on the
PGA Tour with full Fedex Cup points with the
winner earning a trip to the Masters.

We advocate this because many multi-million
dollar tournaments struggle to get TV ratings
and it will be a challenge for anyone to prove
that the Singapore Open would be a huge eyeball grabber.

This is going to be a hard act to beat especially
if the Singapore Open can only attract some

Now’s the time for Singapore to show that it is
a true blue-blooded laboratory for change. Golf

Why can’t it do likewise with golf especially if
you consider the huge investment that will have
to be made on resuscitating a spent force like
the Singapore Open?
Come on Singapore – you can be different.
Show the flagging golf industry that you have
what it takes to give it a revitalizing shot in the
arm by being innovative and imaginative.
The world’s watching so don’t let it down!
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Written by James Graham Prusa and Co-author Kim Jin

Are Zoysia "Super Grasses"
for golf courses in Asia's
NeAr future

“You can ensure the safety of your defense if you only hold
positions that cannot be attacked.” – General Sun Tzu

Kim Jin and Lee Seung Hyung of SKY72 inspect Zoysia matrella
selections at Texas A&M Dallas USA
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In Southeast Asia we predominantly see the use of hybrid Bermuda grasses and other imported warm
season species. In Northeast Asia golf courses have struggled for years with cool season species that just
don’t seem to quite work. In both north and south all of these species demand high water consumption,
large inputs of chemicals and fertilizers, with resulting high maintenance costs, intense labor and erratic
play conditions. These facts are stifling the potential for expansion of golf in Asia and the engine of growth
is sputtering. Why is it that these grasses commonly used in Asia, that are so successful in other regions
of the world, seem unable to easily succeed in battles with our climatology? What is going on here
and what have the legions of occidental ‘experts,’ who do their intermittent fly-ins to Asia, missed in the
grassing equation?
The selection of the right grass for a golf course is really no
different than the advice the sage general of ancient China,
Sun Tzu, gives with regards to warfare. One must first select
the very best grass that will provide the greatest defense
against all of nature’s vagaries and man-made stresses. So
often I have been saddened to visit a golf course that is in
trouble, only to find that the decision makers failed to select
the best grass – on the advice of outside experts of course.
Often times in Asia grasses have been recommended
by occidental ‘experts’ who seem to think that East Asia
climatology is the same as Florida or Portugal, when, in fact,
they fail to understand that there is at least one very major
influence on plant photosynthesis that is uniquely limited here
in Oriental realms.
I have frequently been asked the question as to what is the
best grass for Asia and I always respond by essentially saying
that ‘the best grass for anywhere must be determined by the
unique climatology, conditions and operations at the local site.’
My answer to this question may seem uncertain or even curt,
but it is scientifically valid.
Every location is different, every golf operation will vary, and
one must select factually and not by pure opinions that are
most often emotionally influenced or persuaded by someone’s
financial gain or just uninformed. General Sun Tzu knew this
and he would surely never set up his battle array defenses like
a ‘cookie cutter’ based on some other battlefield – nor would
he allow his supply quartermaster to decide the best defenses.
Golf course management practitioners must assess and select
the best grasses. So, what is so different about our climatology
and which grasses provide the best golf course condition
defense in East Asia?
Those of us who have worked, lived and who have managed
golf courses in East Asia for many years are well aware of
this simple fact: we have prolonged, low-light conditions

throughout much of the year and particularly during the May
through November monsoon season that sweeps across East
Asia from the Indian Ocean. This is a very significant growth
limitation factor for turfgrass – it is a major stress. And when
a major stress combines with multiple other lesser stresses,
sports turf grasses will experience catastrophic failure.
Our often cloudy or raining East Asia conditions for a significant
part of the year reduce the available light in specific frequency
wavelengths that are required for plant photosynthesis. We call
these special light wavelengths ‘PAR light’ or Photo(synthentic)
Active Radiation.
It is a fact that in East Asia we have less quantity of sunlight
(total hours) and also have a degraded quality of sunlight
(less PAR light) for turfgrass growth. If more foreign suppliers of
grasses would spend boots-on-the-ground time in Asia or have
any meaningful, hands-on field experience here, then they would
know that East Asia is not Florida or Portugal!
In recent years a very bright, young scientist and friend of
the Asian golf industry, Micah Woods, Ph.D., has studied and
presented excellent analysis of our East Asia light situation –
to arm owners and management practitioners with excellent
analytical tools that make our unique climatology factor
uncontroverted. It is now firm, clear and accepted science1
and he has consistently pointed out that Zoysia is the most
successful grass for Asia2.
Dr. Woods is the Chief Scientist at the Asian Turfgrass Center
in Thailand and he has a knack for practical understanding of
issues here in Asia that are solidly set in science – he is a bootson-the-ground guy.
So now, without a doubt, after being informed of Dr. Woods’
plant growth light models, General Sun Tzu would surely advise
us that we must establish the strong defense strategies of our
grass selections to address and overwhelm the low-light threat
to our golf course turf. How can this be achieved here in Asia?
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“Do not let circumstances control you. You change
your circumstances.” – Jackie Chan
The answer to solving the serious problem of our East Asia,
low-light climatology for growing superb golf and sports turf
in Asia is profoundly provided by none other than actor and
martial arts expert Jackie Chan. Likely Jackie has also carefully
studied the wise teachings of General Sun Tzu’s writing, Art of
War, and applied them in his own life. We can indeed change
our circumstances today!

momentous Zoysia breeding program underway for at least
the last three decades. Most have charged ahead during the
Asian golf boom to spend zillions planting golf courses with
what are weaker performing grass species that they are familiar
with from other regions of the world – and that provide weak
defenses here for Asia. Sorry, these facts are just a harsh reality
and a show-stopper.

While we cannot change the light that Providence naturally
provides us here in East Asia, we can take Jackie Chan’s advice
and change the circumstances of our grass selections. The
answer has been under our feet all along -- if we just would
have paused to establish and hold our grass defense positions
that cannot be attacked by low light. How so? By opening up
our eyes to a genus of grasses under our feet that nature has
produced through natural selection over ions of time here in
Asia. The answer to improved play conditions, lower water
use, lower fertilizer requirements and lowered-operating
costs is fast coming from within the grass genus of Zoysia.

Zoysia grasses are indigenous, native grasses of East Asia and
most everyone is familiar with the various commonly occurring
species used here on golf courses for decades. These Asian
natives thrive successfully all over East Asia in their coarse,
natural state with secrets of low-light tolerance locked away in
their DNA. But have you seen, touched and played upon the
new, improved varieties that are now being planted in other
parts of the world? Are you aware of the new, university bred
Zoysia grasses whose parents are directly from Asia? Likely not.
Just why is it that the world outside of Asia is beating a path
to new, improved Zoysia cultivars, while they remain absent
here in Asia? Even the International Olympic Committee (IOC)
picked one of this ‘new-breed’ for the 2016 games! So just
where are these new progeny of Asian Zoysia grasses and
when will they come to Asia?

While many ‘experts’ have sold and promoted a wide variety
of grasses for golf courses in East Asia, very few have had a
direct knowledge of developments over recent decades in a

Like the improved hybrids of Bermuda grass, these new Zoysia
grasses are also improved: fine textured, faster growing,
faster greening, disease resistant, stay greener for longer in

"The answer to improved play conditions, lower water use, low
and lowered-operating costs is fast coming from within th

Dr. Milt Engelke in Texas to examine Zoysia
grasses that he is licensing on behalf of
Bladerunner Farms.
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northern latitudes and some make superb putting greens too.
They are absolutely Asian grasses that cannot be successfully
attacked by Asian low-light climatology. Nature long ago
adapted Zoysia to low-light conditions and we need to
quickly repatriate these improved varieties of Asian grasses for
Asia! But first every professional golf course manager in Asia
must make an effort to now become better informed about
these best grasses for Asia. The new “Asian Tiger” for the golf
business will not be an emerging new national economy – it
will be Super Zoysia.

“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you
need not fear the result of a hundred battles. If you
know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory
gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know
neither the enemy nor yourself, you will succumb
in every battle.” – General Sun Tzu
Anyone who has had their livelihood dependent completely
on producing golf play condition or sports field every day
knows that the term ‘battle’ is most applicable to growing
sports turfgrass! The stress for golf course and sports turf
management practitioners is like combat fatigue too. Sun
Tzu and every great and wise leader in Asia’s past knew that
having the right, timely information and gaining a proper

wer fertilizer requirements
he grass genus of Zoysia."

understanding was essential to winning in any endeavor.
It is also this way in golf course management. Accepting
that Zoysia grasses are the best grasses for Asia (that they
genetically originated and are well adapted to Asia), then it is
indispensable to understand everything about them. We must
develop an expert’s grasp of these grasses. We must then start
with an understanding of just how these Asian grasses were
emigrated from Asia to be developed in a Western breeding
program, exactly why this was done, and why has their return
back to Asia been seriously impeded. Let’s start studying with
a basic history of Zoysia as an essential primer.

History of Asian Zoysia Improvement
Breeding
If you are remotely familiar with agricultural breeding
programs to develop new strains and hybrids of all crops,
then you must first know that it is a tedious and lengthy
process. Plant geneticists and breeders will spend an entire
career lifetime to develop an improved plant for food, fiber or
horticulture – and success is never assured. The same has been
true in golf and turfgrass. Of course, even before the breeders
can begin their hard work, plant explorers go out into all
corners of the world to hunt for promising natural plants that
can be selected as potential parental material for an extensive

Dr. Jack Fry of Kansas
State University shows
a new hybrid cross of
Zoysia matrella
X
Zoysia japonica
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breeding program. Most of all currently cultivated crops of rice,
wheat, corn and turfgrasses have gone through this process.
And it takes on the average of up to thirty years to successfully
get a new grass into commercial use. I have been honored to
meet and know many stalwart pioneers in turfgrass science
who have now passed on. They left us the treasures of their
lives with the grasses we all profit from today.
We’ve known for over two hundred years that Zoysia grasses
are good ‘shade grasses’ and tolerate low light. The Zoysia
grass genus in the West was named after Karl von Zois zu
Laibach in 1801 by the famed German botanist Carl Ludwig
Willdenow3. Zois (for which the genus Zoysia was named)
was a wealthy, 18th century, amateur botanist from the old
Slovenian region of Austria.
Zoysia japonica, commonly named ‘Japanese or Korean lawn
grass,’ was first brought to North America in 1895 from the
northern Chinese province of Manchuria. It is cold tolerant, but
commonly has a coarse texture.
Dr. C. V. Piper first brought Zoysia matrella (called ‘Korai’ in
Japan) from the Philippines to the United States shortly after
the tragic Philippines-American War in 1905. Piper was a U.S.
Department of Agriculture scientist and in the USA the grass
was called ‘Manila grass’ after its native origin. He later wrote
that it was a very common grass throughout the Philippines
even to be found growing in saline conditions near the ocean
– and that he thought it had tremendous potential as a useful
lawn grass.

named ‘Emerald.’ Emerald Zoysia soon became a popular
selection in golf. Emerald had the vigor of a hybrid plus the
best attributes of the two parents. Then in the 1960s, Dr. Victor
Younger, University of California Riverside, along with Stan
Spaulding developed an improved variety of Z. japonica at
the South Coast Field Station in El Toro, California. Named ‘El
Toro,’ this variety was very much like Meyer, but was also faster
growing. Unfortunately it did not pan out as a putting green
variety, but El Toro proved of good use in fairways and tees.
Then as the1970s closed with serious concerns over water
consumption and chemical usage, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) joined cooperatively with key agricultural
universities in the USA to initiate a national Zoysia breeding
project with the objective of developing new grasses for
environmental and golf business sustainability that would
prove to be of greater significant importance today. This
initial cooperative effort lead by the USDA was then joined in
1982 with additional major funding by the United States Golf
Association (USGA) Green Section as it launched a reorganized
and much better funded national USGA turfgrass research
project in cooperation with the Golf Course Superintendents
Association of America (GCSAA).

At about the same time that Piper had imported Z. matrella, to
America, Dr. Frank N. Meyer collected and imported the first
Zoysia japonica seed and material from Korea to the United
States in 1906.
Golf course use of Zoysia grasses began in earnest around
1952 in the Mid-Atlantic area of the USA (in the temperature
transition zone latitudes), when the efforts of the USGA Green
Section began with the introduction of Meyer Zoysia (Z-52)
for fairways (named for Dr. Frank N. Meyer, the plant explorer
who had collected the first Korean native Zoysia seed and
material in 1906). Dr. Fred Grau and the USGA Green Section
Director Al Radko were the far-sighted leaders who then drove
the initial efforts in America to further improve selections of Z.
japonica for golf course use by supporting Dr. Ian Forbes, US
Department of Agriculture, who developed the new selections.
Zoysia tenuifolia was the finest leafed of all the Zoysia species
and began being used for putting surfaces. A project of Dr.
Forbes efforts at the Coastal Plain Station, Tifton, Georgia
resulted in a hybrid cross of Z. japonica X Z. tenuifolia that was
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Authors James Prusa and Kim Jin pose at Purdue
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As the chief operating officer of the GCSAA, I was privileged to
join this effort as a member of the committee and we set two
broad research goals in 1982 to:
(1) reduce water use on golf courses by 50%, and
(2) reduce maintenance costs on golf courses by 50%.
The USGA Research Committee was firmly focused on these
goals for North America, Europe, Australia and other Western
regions to include the development of modern Zoysia varieties.
Fundraising caught fire with the support of Arnold Palmer
as the USGA Foundation Chairman and with golf clubs and
GCSAA chapters all over the USA contributing large amounts
of money4.
Personally, I was initially a bit skeptical about the benefit
outcomes of the national Zoysia breeding project, but Dr. Jim
Watson and Dr. Marv Ferguson along with Dr. Younger quickly
convinced me that it offered great promise for both cold,
northern climates and the hot southern USA. Quite frankly,
back then we never gave serious thought to East Asia as a
potential future user of the new grasses – in 1982 China had
not even built its first modern golf course and Japan’s golf
course boom was just beginning in earnest. But then again,

James Prusa, Nam Tae Il, Mr.s Doguet and Dr Engelke

Dr. Jack Fry shows a new experimental Zoysa matrella

Asia was most importantly involved in the USA National Zoysia
Breeding Project in a very significant way. After all, it was to
Asia where a scientific expedition was funded and sent to
explore for and collect promising Zoysia parent plant material
that went into the national breeding project efforts. We sought
Asian grasses to solve American problems back then, but this
will soon prove to benefit Asia as a benefactor.
So in the early 1980s, Dr. Jack Murray, of the US Department
of Agriculture, and Dr. Milt Engelke, of Texas A&M University,
trekked off in an important expedition to explore for Zoysia
in Korea, Taiwan and Japan to eventually return to the USA
with over 1,000 promising genetic selections. Thus began the
modern scientific breeding project to develop Zoysia grasses
that is now close to thirty-five years old and continuing to
branch out further with the likelihood that modern Asia has the
greatest need for these new, native Asian grasses. Things have
gone complete circle.
About ten years ago the initial experimental varieties of Z.
matrella and some Z. japonica were approved for release
to the turfgrass industry in North America. These were the
first of many more to come including some excellent private

Dr. Engelke answers questions from SKY72 team

Dr. Milt Engelke from a grass breeders viewpoint
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The 1984 USGA Turfgrass Research Committee visits Texas A&M to receive a progress report on the National Zoysia Breeding
Project from Dr. Milt Engelke (speaking with back to camera). (This author is center holding camera)
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selections by sod growers. However, distribution to Asia was
unavailable due to concerns by the genetic patent holders
(university investors) regarding intellectual property rights
(IPR). Many were concerned and had misperceptions about
the possible ‘pirating’ in Asia of these new grasses after many
millions of dollars had been invested in research for their
breeding development. Thus, the distribution channels to Asia
were blocked except for a very few grasses.
After many informal discussions by scientists from the
University of Georgia and golf business people here in Asia, Dr.
Milt Engelke suggested at a dinner in Thailand that an industry
meeting should be held in Asia to bring people together in
order to address perceived IPR concerns. With the support
of Asian golf industry leaders and Mike Sebastian, the Chief
Executive Officer of the Asia Pacific Golf Group (APGG), it was
agreed that the Asia Pacific Golf Summit would host an IPR
Symposium as an adjunct to the 2012 Summit that was held
Dr. Aaron Patton of Purdue University with SKY72 team

And the group then met up with Dr. Milt Engelke in Texas
to examine Zoysia grasses that he is licensing on behalf of
Bladerunner Farms. Bladerunner Farms is the master licensor
of Z. matrella, var. ‘Zeon‘ and this ‘Super’ grass is now being
planted on the new golf course in Brazil that will host the 2016
Olympic Games, with licensing being managed internationally
by Dr. Milt Engelke and his partner Arthur Milberger.
The SKY72 group returned to Asia impressed and confident
that in these new Zoysia grasses lays the ideal solution to East

"The SKY72 group returned to Asia
impressed and confident that in these new
Zoysia grasses lays the ideal solution to
East Asia’s low light climatology and that this
progeny of Asian parent material will indeed
be ‘Super’ grass for Asia."

in Brunei. Sebastian’s support turned out to be a decisive
decision to allow a gathering that demonstrated the sincerity
of a broad representation of Asian nations to address IPR
protections and it also informed influential attendees from
the United States of the ongoing IPR enforcement efforts
throughout Asia. Representatives attended from end-user
golf courses, government agencies, USA universities, the
distribution channels and segments from all aspects of the
golf industry.
In sum, it resulted that everyone became more comfortable
in opening up the distribution pipeline for genetic patent
protected new cultivars and we are now on the cusp of
seeing the initial licensing of new Zoysia ‘Super’ varieties for
production and sale here in Asia. China, Thailand and Korea are
the first production sites licensed and availability is close
at hand.
This past May 2014, a group of senior managers from SKY72 in
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Korea embarked on an eleven-day due diligence assessment
tour to the United States of new Zoysia at major universities
and golf courses in addition to a visit to Bladerunner Farms
in San Antonio, Texas. Our Korean group visited Dr. Aaron J.
Patton, Purdue University; Dr. Jack Fry, Kansas State University;
and Dr. Ambika Chandra, Texas A&M University to examine
scores of new Zoysia grasses first hand.

Asia’s low light climatology and that this progeny of Asian
parent material will indeed be ‘Super’ grass for Asia.
The new Super Zoysia grasses are coming soon to Asia and
there are many more improved Zoysia varieties and new
hybrids in the pipeline that will follow over the next decade.
What will this mean in terms of improved golf play conditions,
reduced water usage, reduced chemical fertilizer inputs, and
lowered operating costs? How soon can we expect to see the
new Zoysia sold to golf courses here in Asia? What exactly are
these new Super grass varieties and what are their ranges of
adaptability? What will it cost to obtain these grasses and how
does one go about establishing them on new golf courses or
converting from other species?
For the answers to these questions and much more please
watch for the next revealing article on Asia’s future in this
important series on Super Zoysia.
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